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ArtiosCAD Preflight*

✓ **Save up to 15 minutes** per design by eliminating manual checks

✓ **Consistent quality control** with all designer using the same automatic checks

✓ **Reduce the iterative cycles** between design and die making

✓ Optimize each design to **boost operational uptime and efficiency**

*patent-pending
ArtiosCAD Preflight* Profiles

Configurable profile settings allow for support of multiple workflows and production equipment.

balloon help and example images provide optimal user experience

*patent-pending
Resizable Design Templates

New ECMA folding carton designs added to the Style Catalog

New FEFCO corrugated designs added to the Style Catalog

Corrugated Packaging
Line Type Properties Made Easier

Assign a shortcut for quick access while designing

‘pin’ properties page for use while designing
Auto-Panning

Concurrent pan and drag at the edge of the drafting window simplifies and speeds up designing
3D Folding Made Easier

• Speed up common design tasks by saving multiple clicks and mouse movement

• Simply double-click to fold 90° / -90°
3D Viewing Made Easier

Save custom views for quick orientation of the design

Views are exported to 3D PDF to share with other stakeholders
Multilingual (UTF) Support

Characters from different languages can be displayed with any language version of ArtiosCAD.

This is an English O.S.
This is English text
This is German Ò Ä
調色素吃呢色特性他
הַרְגּוֹן
Integration Support with Menu Plug-In

• Launch executables from within a custom menu option in ArtiosCAD
• Pass document and metadata to the executable
• No custom programming needed in ArtiosCAD
Project Creator Support

- Enterprise users defined as ‘Project Creator’ in WebCenter can create projects
- Project Creators do not have to be Project Managers
- Consistent behavior with WebCenter UI
One-up Revision Letter in Manufacturing Documents

Easily identify design revisions in the layout

Revision letter now included in file name labels
Other Enhancements

- Bleed Tool improvements
- Stretch Point Tool improvements
- Increased the number of custom tool bars to 150 (system dependent)
- Bug fixes